W[e understand]{.smallcaps} and respect the points raised by Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) in response to our initial Forum Article (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]), which we acknowledge are informed and literate. Unfortunately, they are also unconvincing. Their comments clearly illustrate why we are not searching for life on Mars today and why we haven\'t done so during the last decades. Hereafter, we respond point by point to their remarks. We examine with special attention Rummel and Conley\'s ([@B40]) statement that "the Mars community is not convinced that a mission to attempt detection of extant martian life is a high priority," because in our view this sentence reflects an alarming disconnection between the opinions of the NASA Planetary Protection Officers and the actual priorities, goals, and desires of the Mars community. Note that, to address their comments specifically, we cite them as they were presented by Rummel and Conley ([@B40]). We conclude that searching for life on Mars before it is too late requires a reassessment of current policies.

1. Planetary Protection Policies and the Ultimate Goal of Mars Exploration {#s001}
==========================================================================

In their introduction, Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) stated that "COSPAR\'s planetary protection policy is maintained as an international consensus standard for spacecraft cleanliness" and "COSPAR Planetary Protection Policy has included explicit principles and guidelines relating to human Mars missions since 2008." We agree. One of the points of our paper was precisely that these guidelines need to be reconsidered and updated, because some accepted popular concepts are either outdated or simply wrong ([Box 1](#box1){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Our initial Forum Article (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]), while based on robust scientific rationale, was also meant to be provocative and push the scientific community to address the most important scientific question driving Mars exploration; that is, has life occurred on Mars, in the past or at present, and how can we best answer this question with future Mars missions?

**1. We brought smallpox to the New World when the Europeans came over, and they took home syphilis.**

Of course smallpox and syphilis travelled between human populations living in temperate latitudes, but that situation is irrelevant to Mars exploration. In any analogy addressing possible biological exchange between Earth and Mars, it is unavoidable considering the absolutely contrasting environments of both planets. A more accurate analogy could be the following: if we bring 12 Asian tropical parrots to the rainforest in Venezuela, in 10 years we\'ll very likely have an invasion of Asian parrots in South America; but if we bring the same 12 Asian parrots to Antarctica, in 10 hours we\'ll have 12 dead parrots.

**2. Would you let a doctor do surgery on you who didn\'t sterilize the instruments beforehand?**

The level of cleanliness we achieve in our spacecraft assembly rooms will happen naturally anyway (and even more) in a mission to Mars, because all the microorganisms that we kill in spacecraft assembly rooms will be killed anyway on Mars (and then some), and especially during the trip to Mars, with the result that they won\'t be active even 1 hour on the surface of Mars. On the contrary, if a doctor doesn\'t clean the instruments before surgery, microorganisms will be there during the operation, and they may infect us, because the environment in the OR won\'t kill them.

2. Human versus Robotic Exploration Challenges {#s002}
----------------------------------------------

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) argued that "contamination from poorly prepared robotic missions could spread as easily as contamination associated with human missions." This is incorrect. Robotic missions, even if they are not cleaned at all, will carry on them only the bioburden that they have when they leave Earth---that\'s it. Once the spacecraft is outside Earth and the microorganisms on board start dying, there will be no replacement for the dead microbes. And for those microorganisms still surviving the trip, there will be no protection or food, so the harsh environment of interplanetary travel and on the surface of Mars will kill them all eventually. On the other hand, human missions will keep microbes alive as long as humans are alive, because the mission will be designed to keep the astronauts alive, which will keep the microbes alive, too, perhaps even allowing them to reproduce.

In the end, a spacesuit or a human habitat on Mars will be engineered to preserve life inside and over a long period of time, while a rover or lander is intended to be lifeless. In addition, the microbial load on a human mission will be inherently orders of magnitude higher in number and diversity than on a robotic mission, as Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) recognized in their piece: "it is anticipated that future human missions to Mars will increase the amount of biological and organic contamination that might be distributed on that planet," and "human missions will inevitably bring a large population of Earth microbes along with them." This was also pointed out by Conley and Rummel ([@B6]) in that "some degree of forward contamination associated with human astronaut explorers is inevitable." The contamination risks between robotic and manned missions are simply not comparable, because "the initial population size and composition (*i.e.,* the bioload)" of a mission will determine "the probability of microbes surviving either natural or human-mediated transfer" (Fajardo-Cavazos *et al.,* [@B15]).

3. Special Regions {#s003}
==================

The argument of Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) regarding Special Regions is summarized in the following passages from their article:

"Are Special Regions the best places to search for martian life?"

"... there are currently no parameters explicitly defining \[a place known to host martian life\]."

"... no confirmed Special Regions have yet been shown to exist on Mars."

But if Special Regions are not *the best places* for martian life to exist, what exactly are we protecting on Mars with the planetary protection policies? In fact, why are we protecting any place on Mars if there are *no confirmed Special Regions?*

These authors\' contradictory arguments become even more evident given that they previously stated that "the concept of Mars Special Regions plays a key role in protecting astrobiology on the planet." How is this possible if "no confirmed Special Regions have yet been shown to exist on Mars"? That is, how can something nonconfirmed to exist play a "key role" in anything? In addition, how can Special Regions protect astrobiology on Mars if they are not "the best places" to host martian life?

The authors continue their line of arguments, stating that "we keep discovering life growing in extreme conditions on Earth that resemble conditions on Mars." This comment raises two immediate concerns. Firstly, where exactly on Mars are those places that resemble Earth extreme localities? Could they be considered Special Regions? Note that Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) also stated that "we keep discovering conditions on Mars that are more similar to inhabited environments on Earth, which is where the concept of Special Regions initially came from." This would be in direct contradiction to their previous argument that it is not clear whether there exist confirmed Special Regions on Mars. Secondly and more importantly, we addressed this point carefully in our initial article: there is no study to date demonstrating that an Earth microbe could produce a viable microbial ecosystem under the complete range of conditions on the surface of Mars. We have numerous studies pointing to resistance to some of those conditions, separately, but none considering the full range of martian surface conditions, including temperature, pressure, atmospheric composition, radiation, humidity, oxidizing regolith, and others, all at the same time and in combination. In fact, "in the majority of Mars simulation studies, parameters (pressure, temperature, UV, etc.) have been applied either singly or in at most a combination of two or three. Thus, at present it is unknown how microorganisms respond to the complete suite of martian environmental conditions applied simultaneously" (Rummel *et al.,* [@B41]).

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) subsequently elaborated on their advice to prevent the possibility that the Curiosity rover could explore recurrent slope lineae (RSL): "It is probable that a mission-ending accident would be of concern to rover operators for other reasons." If Curiosity approaches RSL, this, as a first step, could provide sufficient resolution to return invaluable information about the nature of the RSL and possibly bring the debate about whether the RSL are briny or not to a conclusion (see Ojha *et al.,* [@B37], and Bhardwaj *et al.,* 2017; and the contrasting view in Edwards and Piqueux, [@B10], and Dundas *et al.,* [@B8]), with no substantially different problems in trafficability than those occurring when crossing a sand dune, for example. And that\'s assuming RSL are formed by briny outflows that could create a crust that might only appear to be solid and therefore are potentially dangerous for traversing; if RSL are not briny outflows, then there are no potential salt crusts that the rover could hypothetically break through. Indeed, please note that our arguments regarding RSL exploration by Curiosity are equally applicable to any other rover if it turns out that the indications of dark slope streaks with the temporal behavior interpreted as evidence for water in Gale Crater are not conclusive.

Also, we note that Rummel *et al.* ([@B41]) stated that RSL "meet the criteria to be treated as Special Regions." Therefore, on one hand they state that "no confirmed Special Regions have yet been shown to exist on Mars," but on the other hand they require that RSL should be "treated" as if they were Special Regions. This distinction is blurry to say the least.

In the end, Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) acknowledged that "the best of the candidates" to be Special Regions "currently under consideration would be unreachable with current mission capabilities (*e.g.,* deep subsurface aquifers)." This means that the best candidates to be Special Regions on Mars are hypothetical, nonconfirmed, and unreachable, bringing our initial question to the table again: What exactly are we protecting with planetary protection policies on Mars?

4. Astrobiological Exploration {#s004}
==============================

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) responded to our assessment (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]) that to clean spacecraft to the levels required for Special Regions access is very expensive by briefly concluding that it is not. This is in contradiction to previous and current analyses by several groups, suggesting that (i) applying a microbial bioload reduction at least to the surface of Mars landed missions "could be unnecessarily expensive, depending on the scientific objectives of the mission" (Rummel, [@B39]); (ii) the exploration of Special Regions will entail that "the cost of future Mars missions may increase significantly" because "missions that target these areas are required to comply with very expensive sterilization procedures" (Martín-Torres and Zorzano, [@B27]); or (iii), for sample return, "most spacecraft designers believe it would be extraordinarily expensive to build a spacecraft with modern avionics that could be heat sterilized the way Viking was" (Mattingly *et al.,* [@B28]).

In any case, if we assume the premise that it is not so costly or difficult, then the question immediately arises as to why we are not investigating Special Regions today. This is not a rhetorical question; if it is not budget constraints, what is the reason that we have not conducted true life-seeking missions on Mars since Viking? Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) claimed that the Mars community has no interest in such missions. We doubt that very much, and we will return to that point in detail at the end of this article, because we feel that this is at the very core of this discussion.

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) added that we should ensure that "we don\'t instead find the Earth life we brought with us." This is an outdated argument, largely addressed in our previous articles (Fairén and Schulze-Makuch, [@B13]; Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]) and by many other researchers before (see references in Fairén *et al.,* [@B14], and also, *i.e.,* La Duc *et al.,* [@B25]). Half of our 2017 article was about this question, in which we argued that this is not such an overwhelming problem as it was in the past; in fact, it is solvable. We are clever enough to recognize martians, if they exist.

5. Recognizing the Martians {#s005}
===========================

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) questioned whether "nucleic acid sequence comparison can distinguish definitively between martian and Earth life." Note that when we mentioned nucleic acids in our original article (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]), we did so after carefully disclaiming that our arguments thereafter would only apply *if* (a big if) martian life is genetically similar to Earth\'s. Rummel and Conley ignored our disclaimer and then elaborated on the possibility that martian and Earth life would be genetically different; we do not object to those comments.

But later in their response, Rummel and Conley alerted about the possibility of lateral gene transfer between terrestrial and martian biospheres "if Earth life and martian life are related, or if martian life is unrelated but still uses DNA/RNA." This is in blatant contradiction to their previous argument that "there is a very real possibility that extraterrestrial life does not possess either RNA or DNA, which would make any question of sequence comparison irrelevant." Given that these authors used this argument before to discredit our points about identifying life on Mars, Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) should not have used the reverse argument. Either there could be genetic relation or similarity, and then our biochemical techniques are valid to distinguish between martian and Earth life, and there is a danger of lateral gene transfer; or there is no genetic relation. Using one argument on one side of the issue and then the opposite argument on other side of the same issue, however it fits, is not acceptable in a scientific debate.

To address the core of this issue, it should be said that there are indeed plenty of other strategies proposed with which to search for extant life on Mars, and most of them do not involve DNA/RNA examination (*i.e.,* Parro *et al.,* [@B38]; Azua-Bustos and Vega-Martínez, [@B1]; McKay *et al.,* [@B31]; Schulze-Makuch *et al.,* [@B44]; Court *et al.,* [@B7]; Woolman *et al.,* [@B50]; Benner, [@B2]; Carr *et al.,* [@B4]; Mojarro *et al.,* [@B35]). Incidentally, these works speak volumes about the interest of the Mars community in searching for present life on Mars. And we also mentioned in our article that we "need parallel analyses for complex and polymeric sugars, lipids, and peptides" as examples of different strategies.

Finally, in our initial Forum Article (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]), we explained that we can certainly distinguish between martian and Earth life because we can identify and control the diversity and quantity of microbial populations in our clean rooms, and therefore the microorganisms potentially travelling in our spacecraft can be recognized. Conversely, the landing of manned missions will alter the martian surface forever, because "human missions will carry microbial populations that will vary in both kind and quantity, and it will not be practicable to specify all aspects of an allowable microbial population or potential contaminants at launch" (Conley and Rummel, [@B6]).

6. Human Exploration {#s006}
====================

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) asked "why should robots be allowed to contaminate Mars, before humans get there" and further indicated that we did not justify our alleged contention that exploration with dirty robots, now, is preferable to the possibility that "later contamination will be spread by human exploration." These authors also asserted that we argued "it would be advantageous to contaminate Special Regions with robots, now, so that humans won\'t get to be the first to do it later." Here, Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) seem to have fallen onto straw man arguments, because we never purported a *contaminate now better than later* strategy, nor did we indicate that contamination could be "advantageous" in any scenario or in any way. What we asserted basically was that we are not really contaminating now, but we will later, so please be proactive and act now. And we uphold our claim here, noting that there is growing evidence for a bactericidal martian regolith (*i.e.,* Cockell *et al.,* [@B5]; Schuerger and Nicholson, [@B42]; Fox-Powell *et al.,* [@B16]; Wadsworth and Cockell, [@B48], and references therein).

Our point, overall, was that it would be very sad to see in the nightly news, 20 or 30 years from now, how a waste disposal system broke in a private- or state-managed martian human base, while space agencies in the West are still busy discussing the level of cleanliness required to allow our rovers to investigate a Special Region in search of extant life. As indicated by Rummel *et al.* ([@B41]), "it will be impossible for all human-associated processes and operations to be conducted within entirely closed systems." The point of our Forum Article was precisely to highlight the need to take Mars exploration in its entirety into account and take action now to avoid possible future regrets.

7. Harmful Terrestrial Organisms Overlooked? {#s007}
============================================

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) claimed that we did not address the possibility that Earth organisms can be harmful for future astronauts. First, this point, which they put forth as a "fact," is not currently supported by any robust science. They argued that non-harmful Earth microbes carried today could "mutate in the space environment" in just a few decades and turn out to be harmful for future astronauts (indeed, carrying already harmful microbes such as the flu or Ebola is obviously dangerous in the first place and therefore is not the question here). The authors seem to ignore the basic fact of pathogenicity that, for a non-harmful microbe to become a pathogen to a host, molecular interactions and coevolution with that host are a prerequisite (*e.g.,* May and Anderson, [@B29]; Woolhouse *et al.,* [@B49]). Population genetics models inform that a microbe cannot mutate into a pathogen for humans while isolated on Mars (Dybdahl *et al.,* [@B9]). The authors also ignore that such a process would take time, because evolution is not apparent in just a few decades, and the hypothetical mutating microbes from Earth would need to maintain themselves and spread on Mars. And second, the authors are very specific about potentially mutating microbes traveling on future manned missions and not on our unmanned robots today, so their claim seems to reinforce the arguments in our initial article (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]), which are that future contamination carried along by astronauts will be far more dangerous than current risks associated with robots.

Their discussion then shifts to "self-calcifying crack-closing microbes used as a concrete additive" on Earth. But could these or any other of the "certain organisms" mentioned by Rummel and Conley ([@B40]), citing Jonkers *et al.* ([@B22]), which are aerobic heterotrophs, thrive (*i.e.,* reproduce and evolve) under today\'s martian conditions? The answer is no. If such Earth organisms were introduced into an underground martian environment, they would be rendered lifeless in a time measured in minutes or less.

8. Backward Contamination and Sample Return {#s008}
===========================================

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) stated that "the current COSPAR Planetary Protection Policy has been central in efforts to protect against the backward contamination of Earth." Indeed, we did not address backward contamination in our initial paper (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]), but we are happy to state our position on this different debate here.

If martian microbes exist, they have been arriving at Earth for billions of years via meteorites, given that the trip from Mars to Earth is easier than from Earth to Mars, and it has been estimated that this happens 10 times more frequently (Rummel and Conley [@B40], citing Mileikowsky *et al.,* [@B34]). Therefore, it is possible that the putative martians have already arrived on Earth.

In any case, we agree that the rules for backward contamination should remain in place. After all, we still don\'t know whether returning samples could endanger humanity and the terrestrial biosphere if there is life on Mars. Relaxing the forward contamination rules and allowing a dedicated search for life on Mars now would actually assist in understanding the actual risks of returning samples from Mars in the future, as we will have a better idea whether there is life on Mars or not, and what robots or astronauts might bring back to Earth, consequently increasing the safety of Earth\'s biosphere. Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) have a very valid point when they state that "if an astronaut exploring Mars is likely to run into martian organisms, that fact should be well understood before landing there." We heartily agree, and the same applies for sample return. The only way to know whether there are martians or not would be to send robots to Mars now and explore the planet astrobiologically, before bringing back samples to Earth or sending astronauts to Mars.

9. Rummel and Conley\'s ([@B40]) Conclusions {#s009}
============================================

Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) concluded that "there is still time to explore Mars properly." This was exactly the point of our initial article (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]): let\'s explore Mars properly now, while there is still time. The question, though, is what "properly" means. Does "properly" include Special Regions? If it does, this contradicts their argument about the unclear nature of the Mars Special Regions; and if it does not, it would not be done "properly."

Rummel and Conley also argued that "it is important that missions looking for indigenous life on Mars do so with the most effective contamination control measures available." It is not clear what the purpose behind this sentence was, because there currently are no "missions looking for indigenous life on Mars": that\'s precisely the problem we are highlighting, and it was the main point of our initial article (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]).

Finally, they claim that our approach is "self-limiting and does nothing for future human exploration." The problem is that there are important shortcomings in the current approach, the one defended by Rummel and Conley, as the existing policies inhibit the search for life on Mars. If policies don\'t change, we will not have a true life-seeking mission before astronauts get there.

10. Our Conclusion {#s010}
==================

As we have shown in this reply, the arguments in Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) are based on previous perceptions that are generally outdated. No new ideas are offered in their reply to our original Forum Article (Fairén *et al.,* [@B14]), and as we have highlighted here, their reply contains a significant number of internal contradictions. Therefore, we maintain our well-supported claim that the current robotic exploration of Mars will have little (if any) impact on potential martian biospheres or on our efforts for searching for active life on Mars, because (i) the microbial burden carried by unmanned robots is minimal and not renewable and, most importantly, known and identifiable; (ii) the martian surface is bactericidal in nature; and (iii) we know how to distinguish an Earth microorganism from potential martians.

The inevitable conclusion is that we need to resume a dedicated robotic search for life on Mars as soon as possible, before manned missions reach the planet and it becomes too late. This requires a reassessment of the current planetary protection policies in Mars exploration. MER- and MSL-like cleanliness levels should be enough to allow a robot to search for life on Mars, especially given that, after the interplanetary trip and just one single sol on the surface of Mars receiving direct sunlight, 99.999% of the most radiation-resistant bacterial strains known to exist in clean rooms would be inactivated or killed, including spores (Khodadad *et al.,* [@B23]). Therefore, any possible spacecraft touching down on the surface of Mars with the mission of searching for life will be as biologically clean (and maybe even more) as the Viking probes were when they left Earth.

11. A Proposal to Move This Discussion Forward: Let\'s Check the Priorities of the Mars Community {#s011}
=================================================================================================

For us, the most perplexing contention of Rummel and Conley\'s response to our Forum Article was their comment purporting an alleged lack of interest in an astrobiological mission to Mars. Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) stated that "there is no consensus within the Mars community for conducting missions that might detect extant Mars life" and "the Mars community is not convinced that a mission to attempt detection of extant Mars life is a high priority." Here, the authors do not justify their contention.

This is certainly not how the Mars community feels. We uphold that there is nothing more appealing to the Mars community (and exciting for planetary research enthusiasts worldwide) than the prospect of finding life on Mars. The search for life on Mars is one of the most fascinating scientific endeavors of our time. And interest in the search for life goes beyond the Mars science community, which is clear by the amount of press and media coverage missions to Mars receive.

The Mars community, including NASA and ESA, always points to life detection as a number-one priority in Mars exploration (*i.e.,* Grossman, [@B18]; McKay *et al.,* [@B31]; Heldmann *et al.,* [@B20]; King, [@B24]; Vago *et al.,* [@B47]; Gordon and Sephton, [@B17]; Levin and Straat, [@B26]; Ehlmann *et al.,* [@B11]; Hubbard, [@B21]; Niles *et al.,* [@B36]; Smith *et al.,* [@B46]; Xie *et al.,* [@B51]; Hand, [@B19]; Michalski *et al.*, [@B33]). This position is also well summarized in (i) the motivating goal \#1.B of the Mars Exploration Program: "Determine if environments with high potential for *current* habitability and expression of biosignatures contain evidence of *extant* life" (MEPAG, [@B32]; italics added); (ii) the fact that the NASA Astrobiology Institute was established shortly after the possible detection of fossilized life on Mars (McKay *et al.,* [@B30]); (iii) the initiative that the Chairs of the Mars Habitability Session at the 2010 Astrobiology Science Conference took to ask for adding a life-detection mission into the NASA Decadal Survey, which included a petition signed by more than 130 scientists, most of them still active in the Mars science community (Schulze-Makuch and Davila, [@B43]); and (iv) the debate held recently in this journal (the leading journal in the field) regarding the search for life on Mars (Schulze-Makuch *et al.,* [@B45]).

At the same time, all Mars missions are put forward as relevant for life detection. For example, NASA\'s Science Goal 1 for Mars exploration states: "On Mars, we will therefore search for evidence of life in areas where liquid water was once stable, and below the surface where it still might exist *today*" (<https://mars.nasa.gov/programmissions/science/goal1>; italics added). ESA argues in the same way that a "basic question" to answer in Mars exploration is whether "was there ever, or *is there still*, life on Mars" and that spacecraft investigations "should include science packages to search for evidence of extinct or *extant* life" (ESA Cosmic Vision [@B12]--2025: <http://www.esa.int/esapub/br/br247/br247.pdf>; italics added); indeed the objectives of the agency\'s first Mars rover, ExoMars, are "to search for signs of past and *present* life on Mars" (<http://exploration.esa.int/mars/45082-rover-scientific-objectives>; italics added). And the NASA Astrobiology Institute includes, among its main objectives, the "search for evidence of ancient climates, extinct life and potential habitats for *extant* life on Mars" (<https://nai.nasa.gov/media/roadmap/1998/objectives/o8_life_mars.html>; italics added).

To check the consensus and priorities of the Mars community, a good start would be that a forthcoming MEPAG meeting put this question on the table. If we are erroneous, and the Mars community were to agree with Rummel and Conley ([@B40]) that a mission to attempt detection of extant martian life is not a priority, then we, the Mars community, would have a clear mandate to straightforwardly convey that information to the global science community at large. We would need to send an unambiguous message to society that we are no longer interested in searching for currently active life on Mars and that the NASA Mars program would not pursue that objective in the foreseeable future. We are sure that will not be the outcome of this discussion. If we are correct, time is of the essence to start updating the policies related to the search for life on Mars: the Mars community needs to move forward toward a real Mars astrobiological exploration strategy within the next 2--3 decades. The benefits to science and to the global community at large, which would accompany such a pioneering search for life in the Solar System, are very much worth all our efforts today.
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